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EDITOR’S NOTE

Peach State Update
Newsletter of
the Georgia Chapter
of the Special Libraries Association

I hope you like Peach State Update’s new look. Deanna and
I have been having fun playing with our new Adobe InDesign software and experimenting with possibilities for graphics and layout.
We’ve also been frustrated by the “learning curve” and hampered
by other demands on our time. But we’re getting there and we
thank you all for your patience.
As chair of the Communications Committee, I always welcome
your suggestions, questions, comments on any of the chapter communications tools: our Web site, Peach State Update, and the
chapter discussion list. Please let any of the committee members
know what you’d like more of, less of, whatever.
In this and the last issues of Peach State Update, we have
featured chapter events and the annual meeting in San Antonio.
These features not only provide a record of chapter activities and
member involvement in the Special Libraries Association but also
allow members who weren’t able to attend the meetings to benet
from the content. In the September issue we printed Ann Cambell’s
presentation, Everything Is on the Internet—and It’s All Free! Not!,
at the Georgia Chapter’s 2001 Annual Business Meeting and Luncheon. There were also reports on the San Antonio meeting and
coverage of some of the sessions. If you missed the issue, you can
nd it on the Georgia Chapter Web page at www.sla.org/chapter/
cga/index.cfm.
In this issue, we give you the Web address for Gary Price’s slide
presentation. No one can take notes as fast as Gary can talk! Of
course, if you really want the low down on what goes on at any of
these meetings, just follow the trail of the Mad Librarian!
Our newsletter can become a stronger networking tool for the
Georgia Chapter if you will let us know what you’re doing—where
you work, what you do there, what you’ve written for publication
or public presentation, what awards or promotions you’ve received.
The list goes on. So...
Let’s keep in touch!

Robbie King
Managing Editor
rking@newelds.com

Special Libraries Association

Peach State Update
is published four times a year: in February,
April, September, and November. Deadline for
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
So much has changed in our world
since my last message to you.
The events of September 11th
caused a profound loss of life,
including three of our own. See
http://www.sla.org/content/Help/
webcomms/sept11help/
inmemoriam.cfm. The economy
has faltered with a direct impact on
our members. As we persevere through these troubled
times, I am reminded of the value of close relationships,
be they with family members, friends, or co-workers.
The Georgia Chapter of SLA is one small piece of
our lives, but one that, I hope, adds value to all our
lives. It makes my involvement with our chapter and its
members all the more compelling, and I speak for the
Executive Board when I say we will continue to pursue
chapter activities that will enrich our lives as well as
our careers.
Our September and October meetings were both fun
and informative, and they provided networking and educational opportunities. Our “President’s Tea” in September gave us a chance to reconnect with our past as we
heard Martha Jane Zachert, our 2nd president, Marian
Taylor, our 4th, and Jim Dodd, president 1970-71 and
past-president of SLA, relate stories of their experiences in the eld of librarianship. Many other pastpresidents reminisced as well as we sipped our tea and
nibbled our scones.
In October, Gary Price shared his many pearls of
wisdom regarding the invisible web with a capacity
crowd of over 60 members. We gathered around in a
low-tech environment to hear a high-tech presentation
on the tricks-of-the-trade in Internet searching, including a look at the latest Internet search engines. Be
sure to read the Mad Librarian’s take on these meetings
elsewhere in this issue.

Hooray! I’m also pleased to announce the publication
of the 2001-2002 Membership Handbook. Thanks to
Paula Vaccariello for all her hard work and perseverance. Some handbooks were distributed at the October meeting and the rest are being mailed. If you have
not received yours yet, please let me know. Our database is only as good as our members input—remember
“garbage in, garbage out”—so please update your information as needed. SLA also requires that you pay your
dues in a timely manner or you’re deleted from their
database. Please do your part to remain a member in
good standing!
Peach State Update is now available electronically on
our Web site. Thanks to Robbie, Deanna, and Rod for
making this possible.
As we move forward with plans into the new year, continuing with the celebration of our 50th anniversary, the
Executive Board recognizes the impact of a depressed
economy on many of us. We recently revised program
pricing to reect this with a new student/ retired/
unemployed rate for our functions. SLA also offers a
reduced membership fee for those temporarily out of
work. We will be kicking off our rst event of the year
with an old-fashioned potluck—a way to reduce cost
and sample “Foods of the Fifties.” We are always
looking for volunteers to help us provide the kind of
programming that meets the needs of our members.
Won’t you help? I look forward to hearing from you and
seeing you at an event soon!
Your Chapter President,

Marilyn A. Pahr

Marilyn_Pahr@bus.emory.edu
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
Income is “unrelated” based on the activity that generates it. If a regular activity is not substantially related
to our educational mission, any income it creates is
taxable.

Finance Committee
Irene McMorland, Director-at-Large
with support from Terry Bennett

Profitable Words on Sponsors
While you relax with your Peach State Update, the
treasurer is toiling to present a balanced budget for
2002. We are a non-prot group and have successfully
not made a prot in 2001 so far.
SLA is a non-prot because its mission is educational,
charitable or scientic, not money-making. Let others
sell widgets, or sell services to the sellers of widgets.
Does that mean we can’t make money? Do we have
to run at a loss? How long could we do that? As a nonprot we can still show a surplus at the end of the year.
We just can’t distribute it to individuals.
Many organizations choose to incorporate. This is done
through the states. SLA is incorporated in the great
state of New York as a “not-for-prot corporation”.
(More often, “non-prot” refers to organizations and
“not-for-prot” to activities.) That’s why New York law
governs the forms of voting we can use.
The units of SLA are not independent entities. If a bank
asks for your chapter or division’s Articles of Incorporation, they’re out of luck. The IRS issues a number called
an Employer Identication Number. Banks also like to
ask for this. A group does not need to be an employer
or even be incorporated to apply for an EIN. SLA’s EIN,
in case you or your bank is curious, is 13-5404745.
Speaking of the IRS: many non-prot groups have
income over $25,000 or want to offer an incentive to
donors who itemize deductions on their federal income
tax Form 1040. They apply to the IRS for 501(c)3
status. The groups themselves become tax-exempt.
Donations to these groups may be tax-deductible.
SLA does have 501(c)3 status. Is it exempt from all
taxes? Some SLA units are exempt from sales tax,
but that is a state or local matter. Georgia has over 70
exemptions from sales tax: none of them exempts us.
What we don’t have to do is pay federal corporate
income tax on our income as a non-prot. That does
not exempt all our revenues. In fact, as a non-prot, we
are allowed to indulge in some prot-oriented activities.
The prot still can’t be distributed to individuals, and
we have to pay regular taxes on “unrelated business
income” over a certain amount.
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Bulletin advertising is unrelated business income. Members may love to see advertisements, but selling space
in the Peach State Update is no more a missioncentral activity than selling widgets would be. Advertising has to be incidental to the exempt activity of
publishing professional reading for our members. The
editor has to ensure that about 75% of the bulletin is
editorial content, so keep writing.
Remember, that the value of advertising income is
reduced by the amount of tax SLA has to pay. The
amount of tax is offset by the cost to us of producing
the advertisements. Luckily for us, SLA does pay the
tax centrally for the units. The treasurer still has the
burden of reporting advertising income and calculating
the production costs of the advertising portion of the
bulletin.
The same vendors who buy advertising space may be
generous sponsors of our programs. Remember, it is
the activity that counts, not whose pockets the income
comes from. Since 1997, a non-prot’s activity of soliciting and receiving qualied sponsorship payments is
tax-exempt. The sponsor may receive acknowledgement and display of their name, logo, and product lines.
There cannot be any endorsement, price information, or
inducements to buy. Sponsors may sell their product,
in the literal sense of transferring ownership, but they
can’t give you the hard sell, talk down their rivals, or
give out coupons.
Sponsorship is not advertising, but neither is it a donation. Sponsorship often comes from marketing budgets,
and sponsors do want publicity and an appropriate t
for their name. The chapter has to be careful to make
this work for both parties.
If a sponsor is offered a mixed package of benets,
the sponsorship income may have a mixed tax status.
For instance, if they are given advertising space that
sells for $50, then $50 of their sponsorship has to be
reported as taxable income. Soliciting advertising and
soliciting sponsorship are two different activities. They
are best carried out by two different people who consult
together, not by the same person.
What about you? Money means work. Write for the bulletin. Work with advertising or sponsorship. Send candy
to the Finance Committee. Ä
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Continued from previous page

I have to admit that some of it really is free on the
Internet. URLs are for the home page only: you know
how to search.
● www.sla.org—Look under Leadership resources for
the Treasurers’ manual.
● www.irs.gov—A fun site. Really. There’s a whole
section for non-prots.

● www.dos.state.ny.us—New York corporations,
including not-for-prot.
● www.sos.state.ga.us—Georgia corporations, including non-prot.
● www.guidestar.org—501(c)3 organizations and their
tax returns.
● www.ganet.org—Ofcial Code of Georgia.

ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
Margo Surovik-Bohnert, Chair
The SLA-GA Chapter Archives have a new
home in the Archives of the Robert W.
Woodruff Library at the Atlanta University Center.
Anyone interested in working with the chapter
archives should call Margo Surovik-Bohnert at
404-506-2484. We need assistance in organizing, describing, and re-housing the collection. All
help would be appreciated.
We give special thanks to Dr. Ismail Abdullahi
of the School of Library and Information Studies,
Clark Atlanta University, for providing temporary
storage (of several years!) for the chapter
archives.

Moving the archives:
Karen Jefferson, Head
of Archives at the AUC
Woodruff Library, (far
right) and Margo
Surovik-Bohnert,
Archives Committee
Chair for the SLA-GA
Chapter.
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Employment Committee
Kimberly Snoddy-George, Chair
The following positions have been announced since the last issue of Peach State Update. All announcements
received by the Employment Committee are posted for distribution to the Georgia Chapter discussion list. If
you want to receive paper copies of announcements of positions available, please send several stamped,
self-addressed business-size envelopes to Kimberly Snoddy-George at Hewitt Associates LLC, 3350 Riverwood
Parkway, Atlanta GA 30339.
LOCATION
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Roswell
Atlanta
Atlanta

ORGANIZATION
Atlanta Journal-Constitution
The Cadence Group
The Cadence Group
The Carter Center
CNN
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
The Southern Co.
The William Carter Co.

POSITION
Text Archivist/ Web Assistant
Program Supervisor
Telecom Account Representative
Coordinator, Research Information Services
Librarian II – Rights & Clearances Specialist
Librarian
Library Science Intern
Creative Resource Librarian

Your ad would look great right here!
To nd it in our next issue, simply contact
advertising manager, Joanne Tobin, for current rates and desired format:
Joanne Tobin
404-874-7590
joanne.tobin@library.gatech.edu
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WANTED:

Outstanding Member of the Georgia SLA Chapter

REWARD!
$200
Forms due by
March 15, 2002

WARNING: This person is considered to be an outstanding leader and contributor to the
chapter. Approach with congratulations and pats on the back.
DESCRIPTION: This person has been seen demonstrating:
● Outstanding leadership in the chapter
● Special or notable service to chapter, such as holding ofce
● Participation in seminars, teaching courses, and public speaking activities
● Publication or editorial contributions to the professional literature
● Promotion of the role of special librarians in the management of information and
knowledge
● Other achievements indicating noteworthy dedication to the profession
If you see this person, contact the Awards Committee immediately by lling out and mailing
the attached form.

Get your nomination in no later than March 15, 2002!
Fine print: Nominee must be a current member of the SLA Georgia Chapter. Awards Committee members and current
Executive Board members are not the “Wanted” person as they are ineligible. (This includes Sally Grifn, Marilyn Pahr, Terrence
Bennett, Mary-Frances Pannettiere, Joanne Tobin, Irene McMoreland, and committee chair listed below.)
YOU MAY NOMINATE YOURSELF. This is a condential process. All documents will be destroyed after the committee’s
deliberations except those needed for preparing publicity releases. Winner will be announced at May business meeting.
Submitted by 2001-2002 Awards Committee
Awards Committee Chair: Heather Turnbull
Brochure designed by Denise Plumart

Forms due by
March 15, 2002

Georgia SLA Chapter
Outstanding Member Nomination Form

NAME OF NOMINEE ______________________________________________
ADDRESS OF NOMINEE ___________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
PHONE # OF NOMINEE ____________________________________________
EMAIL OF NOMINEE _____________________________________________
DESCRIPTION OF NOMINEE’S QUALIFICATIONS FOR AWARD:

YOUR NAME ____________________________________________________
YOUR PHONE # __________________________________________________
YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS ___________________________________________
Send completed form by March 15, 2002 to: Heather Turnbull, KO Information Center: TEC 117,
The Coca-Cola Company, One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, GA 30313
Phone: 404-676-7150 Fax 404-515-2572

CHAPTER NEWS
So, What’s Keeping You Busy?
Marilyn Pahr
Many of our Georgia Chapter members hold committee and leadership positions within the SLA organization. I’d like
to recognize these members. If I’ve missed you, or you hold a committee or leadership position in another library
organization, please let me know. (Marilyn_Pahr@bus.emory.edu)
Bette M. Finn
Units—Materials Research and Manufacturing
Division; Engineering Division
Positions—Membership Chair; Career Guidance Chair
Robert B. Hulshof
Unit—Gay & Lesbian Issues Caucus
Position—Convenor

Duncan K. McClusky
Unit—Environment & Resource Management Division
Position—Public Relations Chair
Charles Shellabarger
Unit—Georgia Chapter Nominating Committee
Position—Member
Nancy Simons
Unit—Chemistry Division
Position—Program Planner

Anne S. Hurst
Unit—Food, Agriculture, & Nutrition Division
Position—Membership Chair
Robbie W. King
Units—Environment & Resource Management
Division; Georgia Chapter
Positions—Bulletin Editor; Communications Chair
Susan M. Klopper
Units—Endowment Fund Grant; Board of Directors;
Awards and Honors
Positions—Member; Division Cabinet Chair; Member

Southern Searchers Gather in Atlanta
Roger Magnus
On October 19th, about a dozen “Southern Searchers” met in Atlanta at Georgia State University. The
topic was business information resources, and Georgia Chapter members Roger Magnus and Michael
McDavid of GSU hosted the group.

D. Gail Stahl
Units—Annual Conference Program Committee; Library
Management Division
Positions—Member; Membership Chair
Tyler O. Walters
Units—Environment & Resource Management Division;
Technical Standards Committee
Positions—Chair-Elect; Member

We plan to meet again in February or March in Charlotte,
NC. A good way to keep apprized of what the Southern
Searchers will be doing next is to join their new discussion
group. You may subscribe by sending an e-mail message
to southernsearchers@yahoogroups.com. For more information, please contact Barbara Fritchman-Thompson at
barbara@researchsolutions.net.

Who are the Southern Searchers? Patterned after
a similar group that began in Washington D.C., the
Southern Searchers is a group of information professionals from throughout the Southeast who gather
three or four times a year to network and discuss
information resources. According to Barbara Fritchman-Thompson, organizer of the group who lives
in Winston-Salem, “Basically we try to share ideas
and support professionals in independent or small
library situations. However, we like to have participants from other settings, such as academic and
corporate libraries, because of the wonderful wealth
of knowledge they too can bring to a meeting.”

Peach State Update
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Roger Magnus is business librarian at
Georgia State University’s
William Russell Pullen Library.
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From the Archives
Minutes of the First Meeting of the Georgia Chapter of SLA
October 31, 1952
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Presidents of the Georgia Chapter of the Special Libraries Association
1952-1954

Frances Muse

1979-1981

Carolyn Mitchell

1954-1956

Martha Jane Zachert *

1981-1982

Michael McDavid *

1956-1958

Safford Harris

1982-1983

Judy Cassell *

1958-1960

Marion Taylor *

1983-1984

Kathy Tomajko

1960

Dorothy Jones

1984-1985

Linda Rexford

1961-1963

Bill Learmonth

1985-1986

Scott Muir

1963-1964

Linda Johnston

1986-1987

Elizabeth Bibby

1964-1966

Theodore J. Kopkin

1987-1988

David Cable *

1966-1967

Genevieve Reidy

1988-1989

Susan Klopper

1967-1968

David Rife

1989-1990

Susan Lisi

1968-1969

Frances Kaiser

1990-1991

Sallie Honeychurch *

1969-1970

Eugenia Abbey

1991-1992

Rahn Huber *

1970-1971

James B. Dodd * ^

1992-1993

Nancy Bryant *

1971-1972

Mary Alice Jackson

1993-1994

Sally Mason

1972-1973

Miriam Libbey

1994-1995

Martha Collidge

1973-1974

Peggy Lineback

1995-1996

Rosalind Lett

1974-1975

Tena Crenshaw

1996-1997

Jeanne la Rocco

1975-1976

Sarah June McDavid *

1997-1998

Roger Glenn

1976-1977

Mary Larsen

1998-1999

Paula Vacariello *

1977-1978

Charles K. Bauer

1999-2000

Ellen Cooper *

1978-1979

Sherry Blomeley

2000-2001

Sally Grifn *

1979

Patricia Stevens

2001-2002

Marilyn Pahr *

* Denotes attendance at The President’s Tea
^ Also served as President of SLA

Special Guests:
Miriam Drake — Past President of SLA
Venable Lawson — Last Dean of the Emory Library School
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President’s Tea
Houston Mill House, September 30, 2001
Venable Lawson, Last
Dean of the Emory
Library School; Martha
Jane Zachert, 2nd President of the Georgia
Chapter 1954-56, Marilyn Pahr, Current President of the Georgia
Chapter 2000-2001

Past-President,
Michael McDavid,
Martha Jane Zachert and Roger
Magnus

Current SLA Members:
Sarah June McDavid,
Past-President Georgia
Chapter 1975-76,
Marcia Abrams, Cathy
Carpenter, and Irene
McMorland
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James Dodd, Past-President
Georgia Chapter 1970-71
and Past-President of SLA;
Marion Taylor, Past-President Georgia Chapter,
1958-60 and Martha Jane
Zachert, Past-President
Georgia 1954-56

Tales from a Mad Librarian
Frank Vuotto

Crouching Tea Bag, Hidden Scone
A beautiful sunny day set the backdrop for this tea and
scone mixer, as old friends met and exchanged new
stories (along with new friends exchanging old stories).
It was a veritable “who’s who” of past presidents of
the SLA Georgia Chapter. Among the honored guests
were Martha Jane Zachert (Georgia Chapter president
1954-56) and Marion Taylor (Georgia Chapter president
1958-60). Each played a key role in the formation and
charter of the SLA/GA Chapter. Another guest from the
“Georgia Chapter Hall of Fame” was James B. Dodd
(Georgia Chapter president 1970-71) who also served
as SLA president. Martha Jane, Marion and Jim shared
library tales of yore with rst-hand accounts of the early
days of the Georgia Chapter.
As I welcomed and name-tagged arriving guests, Marilyn Pahr, current Georgia Chapter president, who was
consuming an average of four cups of tea per hour, had
staked out a spot by the scone and cookie-laden treat
table. The high-as-a-kite sugar/caffeine rush, and the
inevitable debilitating crash, hit our unsuspecting president hard at about 3 p.m., when her shocked nervous
system shut down like a haunted 1958 Plymouth Fury.
She mumbled something about “all the pretty colors”
and fell to the oor like an inebriated jellysh.

Terrence calmed the concerned (and surprisingly still
sober) crowd by singing several arias from Puccini’s
Gianni Schicci.
During “story time” (each of the past presidents related
library stories), questions arose as to the whereabouts
of a certain gavel. The famed SLA/GA Chapter gavel
was passed down for generations until suddenly – it
vanished. Well, I have some good news and I have
some bad news. The good news is that the ofcial
Georgia Chapter gavel, missing for years and presumed lost, has been found! The bad news is that
I have been using it to assemble ofce furniture, test
for structural weaknesses on the concrete pillars in
front of the Woodruff Library at Emory University, and
to hammer iron stakes into the hearts of mannequins
(don’t worry – the iron stakes were not damaged).
In between reminiscences from past presidents, Terry’s
singing, and Marilyn’s moans from under the scone
table, three miniature silver tea pot sets were given
away as door prizes to three lucky winners: Cathy Carpenter, Lynn Garrett (new member), and Ellen Cooper
(past president). Congratulations!
Frank Vuotto’s day job is business librarian at
Emory University’s Goizueta Business Library.

Stepping up to the plate for a strung-out Pahr was Terrence Bennett, Georgia Chapter treasurer, 1999 Norwegian log tossing/axe throwing/pole climbing champion, and president of the GI-Joe Collectors’ Club.
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Price’s Priceless Pearls:
Lunch with Gary Price
“Sloppy” Floyd Building, October 29, 2001

Editor’s Note: Go to www.freepint.com/gary/georgia.html
to view the slide presentation Gary Prince prepared for
the Georgia Chapter of SLA.

Tales from a Mad Librarian
Frank Vuotto

The High Price of Slop
Sure, I could have attended the Gary Price lunch, but
instead I decided to take the road less traveled—I drove
to the coast and sunbathed on Jekyll Island’s deserted
beaches. I drank from rum-lled coconuts, watched
pelicans dive into crashing waves, made sand castles,
swam with dolphins, and refereed the South Atlantic
Women’s Beach Volleyball Tournament.

Finding the Empire Room
“All you have to do is take the elevator from the southwest garage to the 5th oor. Cross the bridge to the
northwest garage, NOT the northeast garage. From
there take the elevator down to the second oor. Cross
the next bridge until you come to the security area.
Show the guard your ofcial state ID. If you don’t have
a state ID, cross back over the second bridge and take
the elevator to the seventh labyrinth. Once you enter
the fth circle of the labyrinth move toward the Wx3
outer re zachorian. There you will nd the manuscript
of De Vulgare eloquentia. On page 369 there is a key
that opens the door to the Alanus de Insulus passage.
At this point all you need to do is climb down into the
cave of endless sorrows and take the Cerberus tunnel
to the Empire Room.”—Mapquest

How is it possible, one might
ask, for me to write about an
event that I did not attend?
Early last week I received
a call at work from Peach
State Update editor Robbie
King. She demanded an article. When I pointed out to
Robbie (several times) that I
wasn’t actually at the event
she replied (and I’m quoting
directly): “Listen to me you little
weasel – we need some ller,
so I better have an article
on my desk by next week
or your column will be called
“Tales from a Dead Librarian!”
Capisce?”
Detecting the seriousness of
her threat, I immediately
unlocked my lucky pen from its antique jade case, put
on my writing jacket, and poured myself a whiskey.
(You wouldn’t think I could drink at work—but who
knew?).
Blurred Reality: The Color of Frank’s Sky
The following details of this historic event were passed
down to me from reliable sources—Marilyn Pahr,
SLA/GA Chapter president, and Terrence Bennett,
SLA/GA Chapter treasurer, award-winning ght choreographer, and author of the best selling book Feng Shui
for Blind Accountants.
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The Event
With more than sixty Georgia Chapter members in
attendance, the room was buzzing with anticipation
to hear Gary’s talk on searching the net. Gary’s talk
focused on the invisible web. For those of you who
could not attend, please visit Gary’s Web page at
www.freepint.com/gary/georgia.html. Gary addressed
many key issues including Web searching versus
researching, the role of the Web, directories – searchable and specialized, meta-searches and tips for
searching google.com.
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Be sure to read Gary’s article, The Invisible Web:
Awareness is Key, Build Your Own Collection from the
October issue of Searcher at http://www.infotoday.com/
searcher/oct01/price.htm.
Ain’t Technology Wonderful
A few, small, undetectable problems arose once the
LCD projector and the movie screen were in place and
the program began:
☼The blinds would not close completely, which
allowed sunlight to seep in and reect off the hundred or so windows, creating a phantasmagoria of
light with the intensity of a supernova. The resulting
glare didn’t seem to phase Gary, who proceeded
valiantly with his presentation (even though both of
his retinas became detached).

Techogurus Gary Price and Rod Bustos

☼The image on the screen could not be enlarged— it
was the size of a standard business card.
☼The tables and chairs were strategically placed 600
feet from the movie screen to ensure that “essential” table conversation (such as whether to use
nylon rope or steel-threaded cable for Himalayan
mountain climbing) could not be interrupted by the
speaker’s intrusive presentation.
☼Attendees dragged their chairs closer to the screen,
forming a semicircle that was perfect for passing
around dangerously overlled cups of scalding
coffee.
☼The movie screen would suddenly (and for no
apparent reason) furl with the speed and ferocity of
a rat trap—luckily a physician was present and was
able to get Gary’s heart beating again.

Door Price (it’s a pun – not a typo!)
Ruth Sill walked away with the coveted door prize—
an autographed copy of Gary Price’s new book, The
Invisible Web, which is available for purchase at
www.amazon.com (10% of all proceeds will go to
PETAL: People for the Ethical Treatment of Aging
Librarians).
Dramatic Closing Speech
Gary delivered an emotional closing speech thanking
his mentor, teacher, and hero, Frank Vuotto. The audience, deeply moved, lit candles and began singing You
are the Wind Beneath my Wings.

☼The closest electrical outlets and phone/modem
jacks were conveniently located two rooms away in
the kitchen—there were enough cables and extension cords on the oor to construct a suspension
bridge.
☼Rod Bustos, webmaster for the Georgia Chapter
Web page, fell to the oor, exhausted, after carrying an LCD projector and a large portable movie
screen eleven miles. Rod is “resting” comfortably
and we can expect a speedy recovery. Please send
cards and owers to: Rod Bustos, The New Bedlam
Home for the Tragically Insane, Cell 798-Z, Ward
M, Atlanta, GA 30322.
Gary Price awards a copy of
his book, The Invisible Web,
to door prize winner Ruth Sill.
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